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Enabling works are now complete on site and these include the
removal and relocation of play equipment and the relocation of
staff parking as well as the permanent site office and compound
set-up.

Looking ahead


Completing retaining walls

The “Muckshift” operation is now complete to the rear of the
school and we have now cast the retaining wall base and completed the sheet piling works. We have now commenced the
reinforced concrete walls to the retaining wall which should be
completed within approx. 2 weeks. We will commence drainage
works next week and commence foundations the following
week, w/c 16/5/16.



Completing drainage



Completing foundations



Ducting and Service Diversions



Steelwork (Robinson’s)

The foundations are now complete to the front of the building
ready for the steel installation.

Over the next few weeks we will be:

MJ Robinson Structures

JA Burke are a Midlands based ground works, civils and RC frame
company working for the largest construction clients in the UK.
JA Burke undertake projects from £50k labour to £3m labour,
plant and material schemes.
They have successfully completed the enabling works along with
the foundation to the front extension . They have also completed
the piling works and are now progressing the retaining wall,
drainage and foundations to the rear of the building.
My name is Colin Ebenezer, Morgan Sindall Site Manager (07794 094078) and I would like to take this
opportunity to thank both the school and the local
neighbours for their patience and understanding
during the initial works carried out on site. We
have had some issues with “Rogue” delivery drivers
who have driven over verges etc but I would extend
our apologies over this and I have undertaken
measures to minimise the risk of any repeats. The
next major activity is the steel erection which is taking place over the Whitsun holiday to minimise any
risk to pupils. This is a potentially noisy operation
involving a crane and MEWPs along with steel deliveries however we will mitigate noise as much as we
possibly can.

Architect’s impression of new building
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